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Marijuana has been cultivated and used for both recreational and medicinal purposes for centuries.

But it was only a few years ago that we started to see the real medicinal value and its power to heal

many ailments in the Western world. In this book, we try to explain to our listeners: What marijuana

is The medicinal value of marijuana New medical discoveries around marijuana Types of marijuana

What tools and setup are needed to grow marijuana at home Steps to grow marijuana successfully

at home Seven tips to grow marijuana in 60 days How to preserve marijuana for a long shelf life If

you follow the steps outlined in this book, you will be growing and enjoying marijuana in less than

two months.
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I live in a state that hasn't legalized marijuana yet but we have a feeling that it's only a matter of time

so I have been curious about growing cannabis at home when the time comes. I found author

Nathan Farley's "How to Grow Marijuana at Home in 60 Days" to be both thorough and very

educational. Farley covers all the bases here, from talking about the benefits of marijuana to

educating the reader on the various types that can be grown. He goes through materials needed to

grow at home, how to accomplish this and even how to properly store your cultivation. An excellent

guide.

Some pictures would improve this book greatly. I believe there are four pictures at mist in the book.

The content focuses too much on THC and CBD compounds, their effects and benefits. I already



knew that stuff, as well al the history of weed and resistance to its use. This is a basic gardening

book and the techniques can as easily be applied to growing zucchini or strawberries. NOT worth

the price.

I bought this book under the impression it was a guide to growing cannabis for personal use at

home. It is definitely not that at all. I was looking for information on how to grow, from seed and

clones to harvest, as I've never grown my own medicine and am interested in the entire process

from start to finish. This book contains information easily found online. I didn't learn anything I didn't

already know. There are several instances where the author seems to be contradicting himself,

giving many opinions vs. facts concerning the best or easiest ways to grow, as well as using poor

grammar along with words that seem to have been made up. It is very evident this was not written

by a professional. It reads more like a high school essay than an informational guide to growing

cannabis, which he refers to as "weeds" throughout the majority of its 57 pages. In my opinion, it

was a total waste of my time & money to have purchased and read this book.

I was told by a friend about this book, but almost decided against it after reading the bad reviews,

but I was desperate to find the 60 days information, I have done online search for days but the end

result was truly frustrating. I took the plunge and bought the book, and I am glad I did! Well it is true

the book talks about some basic stuff at first which I already knew, so I just skipped to the best part,

and now I know what kind I need to grow and what it will take to do it. A big thanks to the writer
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